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INTRODUCTION
The first language acquisition (PB1) is a language controlled by the first child or so-called mother tongue. Children under five years of age can communicate well in their environment, even without formal learning. In those ages, in general, children have mastered the sound system, word form, grammar, and the meaning of words from the first language.
The acquisition is gradually acquired (Dardjowidjojo, 2010: 225) . Children acquire language through certain stages.
Children will say words even if they have no meaning, then will gradually lead to the one-word stage that begins to have meaning. After one word and vocabulary, a few words will be obtained by the children, then they begin to speak in complete sentence which will be followed by a different intonation. When children are able to use intonation in delivering the sentence, it means that they were able to distinguish the meaning.
The development of syntax is one of the main language development experienced by children. The first period of children uses a one-word sentence, two-word sentence, three-word sentence, and complete sentence structure (Samsunuwiyati, 2011: 62 From the data above, SP I, three years and three months old could say 91 words of speech or 223 morphemes. The data indicated that SP I could express a single word sentence of 26 speeches, two words for 23 speeches, three words for 22 speeches, four words of 15 speeches and five words of five speeches, while the length of a sentence that could be stated by SP I were five morphemes. 
RESULTS

SP I
SP II
SP III
SP IV
SP I
Dede' ain bola /adik main bola/ S P O Adik as subjek (S), main as predicate (P), and bola as object (O). 
The Speech Measurement using Mean Length Utterance (MLU)
The formula to count the speech produced by children:
The number of morphemes
The number of speech
SP I
The number of morphemes MLU = ------= 223 =2.23
The number of speech 100 From the measurements of the MLU, the three years and three months old child indicated a low MLU and was at stage V.
SP II
The number of speech 100
From the measurements of the MLU, SP II , the three years and one month old child indicated a low MLU and was at stage V.
SP III
From the measurements of the MLU, SP III, a three-year-old kid indicated a low MLU and was at stage V.
SP IV
The number of morphemes MLU = ---------= 208 = 2.08
From the measurements of the MLU above, SP V, a two years and eigh months old child showed a low MLU and was at stage IV.
The recording results
These are the results of the recording of 5 SP being classified: 
